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Spelling Review

Name: Date:

Spelling Review 1

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for 
each one. You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

Use the prefixes ‘un-’, ‘dis-’, ‘mis-’, ‘re-’

disapoint mispent

dissagree redo 

disable reffresh 

disarm reddecorate 

dissapear repaint 

disloyal reearrange 

misbehave unfamiliar

misslead unnfinished 

misaim unnkind 

misstake unfortunate

misdiall unnusual

Challenge 2

vepdriso runter

vecruno laydlois

paperly plefhuuln

spomsikes papsimly

These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3. 
disbelief disloyal disprove misapply misplace misspoke  
reapply repair  return unable uncover unhappy       

 B

 A
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Spelling Review

Lacking the ability to do something.

Refusal to accept something is true.

To put something in the wrong place.

To put something into good condition after it has been broken.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter.  
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. 
You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 3
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Spelling Review

Spelling Review 2
Add suffixes with vowel letters to words 
of more than one syllable

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for 
each one. You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

gardenning limitting

limitted mentioned

forbiden accidentaly

glitterred believd

preferred measurd

commited occured

disappointted separatad

answerring occasionaly

cancelled disagred

muttered actauly

happenning cycleed

Challenge 2

draneerg tingtergof

noitimital gocurcin

freerpred gastginger

These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3. 
beginning         exercising     forgetting     forgotten             gardener 
limitation         measured     occuring                 preferred  staggering  

 B

 A
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Spelling Review

The start.

Couldn’t remember.

Using your body to make it fit and strong.

To have found the length or weight of an object.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter.  
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes.  
You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 3
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Spelling Review

Spelling Review 3
Add the suffix ‘-ly’

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for 
each one. You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

cheekyly greedyly

dreamly cozily

probably tidyly

noblely comicaly

simplely sneakyly

visibly easilly

honorably busilly

humblely franticaly

kindily quiettly

happyly exactly

actualy magically

Challenge 2

iflalny letnyg

lusivaly pimsyl

lizaly yipcleer

These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3. 
completely      creepily       finally       furiously gently  
lazily       sadly       simply       visually  weekly                   

 B

 A
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Spelling Review

To do something without happiness.

Something which happens every seven days.

To do something with anger.

To do something including all of the parts.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter.  
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes.  
You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 3
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Spelling Review

Spelling Review 4
Spell words with endings sounding like ‘zh’ and ‘ch’

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for 
each one. You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

vultsure expenditture

pleassure fixtture

enclosure fracture

composure future

creatsure mixsure

furnitsure intsure

adventture sculpsure

agricultsure signasure

captsure assure

cultsure matture

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.  
Each box should contain a different word.

Challenge 1

Challenge 2

ressrupe socrule

siluree ratune

seamrue reuprated

These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3.  
closure   creature     departure   future         leisure  
measure   nature     picture    pressure         treasure    

 B

 A
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Spelling Review

A store of precious metals or jewels.

A drawing, painting or photograph.

The time that will come.

A person or animal.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter.  
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. 
You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 3
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Spelling Review

Spelling Review 5
Spell words with endings which sound like ‘zhun’

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for 
each one. You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

erossion action

caution ambision

affection animasion

conclution locasion

correctsion tention

converssion pension

creasion diverssion

attention decoration

expansion adoption

capsion precision

immersion extension

Challenge 2

vansioni catinova

utedcanio lednoisu

solloinic tinmoo

These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3.  
collision         decision         delusion         division         education 
explosion       invasion        motion           television         vacation      

 B

 A
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Spelling Review

A choice you have made.

A machine for watching films and programmes on.

Sharing a large number out between smaller ones.

A burst of energy with a loud noise.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter. 
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. 
You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 3
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Spelling Review

Spelling Review 6

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

Spell homophones

meeat plain

meete peace

grone piece

grooawn brayke

here breke

heare fairr

mail farre

mayle heyel

mane heal

maiyn he’ll

planne

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct 
spelling for each one. 

Challenge 2

raif

tearg

afer

raget
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Spelling Review

A device for slowing something down.

To have gotten larger.

To divide something into smaller pieces.

A sound of pain, distress or disapproval.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter. 
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes.

Challenge 3
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Spelling Review

Spelling Review 7
Spell words containing the ‘i’ sound spelt ‘y’ elsewhere 
than at the end of words

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for 
each one. You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

sistem mithical

typpical oxygen

crystal jymnasium

rhithm simbolic

gipsy Egiptian

sympathy phisics

cygnet mysterie

hym lyrical

Challenge 2

thym

rycsil

tommysp

gynoxe

chalysip

These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3.  
Egypt gym   lyrics  myth  physical pyramid symptom

 B

 A
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Spelling Review

Something which is puzzling and unknown.

A tomb for a pharoah.

A country in the northeast corner of Africa and the southwest 
corner of Asia.

A place to go and exercise.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter. 
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. 
You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 3
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Spelling Review

Spelling Review 8
Spell words containing the ‘u’ sound spelt ‘ou’

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

rouff untuched

southan nurishment

moustashe troubled

touch younstor

younge dubling

countrysidde courageous

nourrish cusin

roughley untuched

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for 
each one. You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 2

tryocun

upleco

agerouc

sinocu

blingudo

ghoneu

These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3. 
country  couple  courage    double   
doubling  enough  trouble  young    

 B

 A
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Spelling Review

Not old.

Twice as much.

Problem.

Put your hand or fingers on something.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter. 
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. 
You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 3



These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3.  
ache    character  chorus  echo  
monarch    scheme  school   technical         
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Spelling Review

Spelling Review 9
Spell words with the ‘k’ sound spelt ‘ch’

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for 
each one. You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

chemistry archhitect

orchhid Michael

orcestra chemist

ancor headach

mechanic scheeme

technnology chronical

chaos chaotic

schholar arcitect

Challenge 2

hemecs

shoruc

rachacret

cethitarc 

achronm

hincaltec

 B

 A
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Spelling Review

When a sound reflects off a surface and repeats.

A place of learning.

A person who makes or sells medicines.

A dull pain.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter. 
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. 
You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 3
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Spelling Review

Spelling Review 10
Spell words with the ‘sh’ sound spelt ‘ch’

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for 
each one. You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

pistashio shevron

quiche ricochet

Michelle brioshe

chaarade chalet

Charlene shaperone

Michigan chivalry

Shevrolet champagne

creshe mashete

Challenge 2

letahc

tuhec

chetcor

vhalyric

cheryinma

chenpagam

These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3.  
brochure  chalet  champagne  chef   chivalry 
chute    crochet  machinery  parachute  sachet

 B

 A
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Spelling Review

A cook.

A small container of sauce which is torn open.

A leaflet which advertises a place.

Used by skydivers.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter. 
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. 
You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 3
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Spelling Review

Spelling Review 11
Spell words with the ‘ay’ sound spelt ‘ei’, ‘eigh’ or ‘ey’

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for 
each one. You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

freit obey

wheyy convey

sleigh eiht

prey reign

veighl vayns

absayl weit

neigh reyndeer

greigh wey

rein eiteen

thay greighhound

Challenge 2

evin yebo

yeth khishe

gebie regy

These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3.  
beige  eight  grey  neigh  neighbour  
obey  sheikh they  vein  weigh               

 B

 A
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Spelling Review

Larger than seven.

Someone who lives next door.

To measure how heavy something is.

The sound a horse might make.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter. 
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. 
You can use the words in sections A and B for help.

Challenge 3


